TRAMPR: an R package for analysis and matching of terminal-restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) profiles
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Abstract

TRAMPR (TRFLP analysis and matching package for R) is a package for matching multiple terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) profiles between unknown samples and a database of known TRFLP profiles in order to infer the presence of species in environmental samples. It permits simultaneous analysis of multiple samples and facilitates direct workflow from electrophoresis output through to community analyses. TRAMPR also resolves the issues of multiple TRFLP profiles within a species and (conversely) shared TRFLP profiles across species.
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Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP, sometimes T-RFLP) was initially developed as a technique for assessing diversity and shifts in bacterial communities (Liu et al. 1997; Marsh 1999), but has since been adapted for the identification of species by using multiple TRFLP profiles to identify species, particularly of fungi (Dickie et al. 2002; Zhou & Hogetsu 2002; Avis & Feldheim 2005; Burke et al. 2005; Edwards & Turco 2005). This application, which we term ‘database TRFLP’, involves matching multiple electropherogram profiles (using multiple tagged primers and/or multiple restriction digests) from environmental samples against a database of known profiles to infer the presence of species (Dickie et al. 2002). Database TRFLP simultaneously increases the information obtained and avoids many of the potential pitfalls of traditional TRFLP applications (Avis et al. 2006).

The number of peak comparisons required when comparing profiles can become very large, requiring computer software to automate the process for all but small collections of sample and known TRFLP profiles. A number of TRFLP analysis programs are available, including programs using virtual digests of sequence databases to determine predicted fragment lengths such as ‘TAP-TRFLP’ (Marsh et al. 2000) for ribosomal DNA and ‘TRFCUT’ (Ricke et al. 2005) for functional marker genes, programs that match virtual digests of sequence data to observed TRFLP profiles from samples (‘t-rflp fragsort’; http://www.oardc.ohio-state.edu/trflpfragsort), programs for calculating profile similarity such as ‘t-rflp profile’ (http://rdp8.cme.msu.edu/cgi/t/rflp.cgi) or for clustering T-RFLP profiles from multiple communities (‘t-rflp stats’; Abdo et al. 2006; ‘t-rflp profile matrix’; http://rdp8.cme.msu.edu/cgi/t/rflp.cgi), and programs to find consensus profiles from multiple T-RFLP profiles (‘t-align’; Smith et al. 2005). None of these programs were optimized for matching a database of eukaryotic T-RFLP profiles from multiple restriction digests to environmental samples. To accomplish this, a rudimentary Excel (Microsoft) spreadsheet ‘TRAMP’ (TRFLP analysis and matching program) was first developed and used in Dickie et al. (2002) and subsequently applied by other researchers (Edwards et al. 2004; Allmer et al. 2006; Genney et al. 2006). However, TRAMP only permitted analysis of a single sample at a time, had little flexibility, and required extensive reformatting of data from sequencer output files, limiting its utility. In addition, TRAMP had no way of dealing with known species that had multiple profiles, or where multiple species had indistinguishable profiles. A very recent addition to the field, FRAGMATCH (Saari et al. 2007), which was developed for the same purposes as TRAMP, improves on the TRAMP interface. Nonetheless, FRAGMATCH...
shares many of the limitations of the original TRAMP software.

We have therefore re-implemented and extended the underlying algorithms of TRAMP in R (R Development Core Team 2006), producing the package ‘trampr’ (TRFLP analysis and matching package for R). While TRAMP uses the same core logic as the original TRAMP, it represents a complete overhaul. Major features of TRAMPR are:

1. The ability to directly load data from ABI output files
2. The ability to automatically and simultaneously analyse multiple samples
3. Flexibility in the method of determining if a known pattern is present or not
4. Automatic grouping of knowns that share species names or highly similar TRFLP patterns
5. Automated detection of putative ‘unknown knowns’
6. Direct output of a species presence/absence matrix that can be used for community analysis.

TRAMPR works by first generating a matrix containing the distances (in base pairs) between peaks in a collection of samples and a database of knowns across several enzyme/primer combinations. Each known TRFLP profile may have only a single peak per enzyme/primer combination, while samples may have many peaks per combination (perhaps representing different species present). For s samples, k knowns and n enzyme/primer combinations, this generates a three-dimensional $s \times k \times n$ matrix, each element of which is the minimum distance between the single known peak and any sample peak for that enzyme/primer combination. This difference matrix is then summarized to determine if a particular known species might be present, by default calculating whether the maximum of $|p_i - q_j|$ (where $p_i$ and $q_j$ are the sizes of peaks for the $i$th enzyme/primer combination for a sample and known, respectively) is larger than a threshold acceptable matching error (by default 1.5 base pairs). Euclidean and Manhattan distances can also be used by modifying the default settings. With the exception of detection of putative ‘unknown knowns’, TRAMPR uses only the sizes of peaks in base pairs and does not evaluate the relative heights of peaks. Excluding peak heights avoids overlapping peak sizes masking the possible presence of a species.

The TRFLP profile of a single species can have variation in peak sizes due to DNA sequence variation, with profiles for different individuals slightly or completely different (Avis et al. 2006). If not accounted for, multiple TRFLP patterns could inflate the number of species recorded as present within a sample. Alternatively, two or more different known species may share a similar TRFLP profile and therefore be indistinguishable using TRFLP. If these patterns are not grouped, two species will be recorded as present wherever either is present. TRAMPR resolves both types of error by automatically grouping knowns together where knowns (i) share a common species name or (ii) share highly similar TRFLP profiles (based on clustering). Knowns are grouped together iteratively, applying the two rules until no groups are changed; in certain cases this may chain together seemingly unrelated groups. The clustering parameters are configurable, but the defaults are designed to match the behaviour of the matching algorithm. It is useful to plot the knowns data to observe how clustering occurs (Fig. 1).

Analysis of community patterns should be done on knowns groups, rather than on individual TRFLP profile matches.

In addition to analysing unknown samples against a database of knowns, TRAMPR permits knowns databases to be developed from samples. This can be done either from known tissue samples (e.g. cultures, sporocarps, spores, sclerotia), or sample data can be mined for ‘unknown knowns’ using the build.knowns() function. Using build.knowns(), unknown knowns are defined as TRFLP profiles with only one dominant peak in each enzyme/primer pair, with dominance being defined as a ratio of peak height of the highest to the second highest peak greater than a threshold minimum (default 3). TRAMPR also permits interactive addition of knowns and removal of suspect matches using the update() function.

TRFLP output can be directly loaded from GeneMapper (Applied Biosystems) output files, using load.abi(). At present the automated file conversion convenience functions are only implemented for ABI output files, but data from other systems can be loaded manually using TRAMPsamples() and TRAMPknowns() after converting data into the correct format (see documentation). We welcome user contributions of convenience functions to streamline data loading. In addition, TRAMPR includes sample data that can be used to demonstrate functionality; the data may be loaded by using data(demo.knowns) and data(demo.samples).

The output of TRAMPR includes a samples × knowns presence/absence matrix, which can show either the presence of individual knowns or (more usefully) the presence of knowns groups. TRAMPR can also provide graphical output of the samples and of the match between samples and knowns (Fig. 2). Once a presence/absence matrix is obtained from TRAMPR, it can be directly analysed using R, or exported and analysed using other statistical packages. An example of a complete analysis from raw data to community analysis is provided in the package demo: once TRAMPR is installed, type vignette(‘TRAMPRdemo’) to view the demonstration. TRAMPR also includes a comprehensive reference manual.

Both TRAMPR and R are released under a GPL licence, and may be freely used and modified. The demonstration sample data and knowns database are provided under a
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Fig. 1 Labelled knowns plot, showing (from left) the clustering of knowns based on profile similarity, sample identities and group membership, clustering of knowns based on shared names, names of groups, and TRFLP profiles of each known. This plot was generating using plot(demo.knowns).
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